Superinfection Prevents Recombination of the Alphaherpesvirus Bovine Herpesvirus 1
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Homologous recombination between strains of the same alphaherpesvirus species occurs frequently both in vitro and in vivo. This process has been described between strains of herpes simplex virus type 1, herpes simplex virus type 2, pseudorabies virus, feline herpesvirus 1, varicella-zoster virus, and bovine herpesvirus 1 (BoHV-1). In vivo, the rise of recombinant viruses can be modulated by different factors, such as the dose of the inoculated viruses, the distance between inoculation sites, the time interval between inoculation of the first and the second virus, and the genes in which the mutations are located. The effect of the time interval between infections with two distinguishable BoHV-1 on recombination was studied in three ways: (i) recombination at the level of progeny viruses, (ii) interference induced by the first virus infection on β-galactosidase gene expression of a superinfecting virus, and (iii) recombination at the level of concatemeric DNA. A time interval of 2 to 8 h between two successive infections allows the establishment of a barrier, which reduces or prevents any successful superinfection needed to generate recombinant viruses. The dramatic effect of the time interval on the rise of recombinant viruses is particularly important for the risk assessment of recombination between glycoprotein E-negative marker vaccine and field strains that could threaten BoHV-1 control and eradication programs.

Bovine herpesvirus 1 (BoHV-1), a member of the Alphaherpesvirinae subfamily, causes two major disease syndromes in cattle: infectious bovine rhinotracheitis (IBR) and infectious pustular vulvovaginitis (42, 58, 61).

Homologous recombination between strains of the same alphaherpesvirus species frequently occurs, both in vitro and in vivo. This process has been described between strains of herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1) and HSV-2, varicella-zoster virus, pseudorabies virus, feline herpesvirus 1, and BoHV-1 (14, 16, 20, 21, 25, 40, 49, 51, 52). The rise of recombinant viruses can be influenced by different factors, particularly those affecting the distribution of different viruses to common target cells, thereby limiting or increasing the likelihood of cellular coinfections. In vivo, some of these factors include (i) the dose of the inoculated viruses, (ii) the distance between inoculation sites, (iii) the time interval between inoculation of the first and the second virus, and (iv) the genes in which the mutations are located (19).

Although IBR, classified in list B of the Office International des Epizooties, was eradicated in several European countries, it still causes economic losses for the European and the U.S. beef industries: approximately $500 million yearly in the United States (according to the National Agricultural Statistics Service in 1996). In European nations where BoHV-1 has not been eradicated, BoHV-1 control and eradication programs are associated with the use of glycoprotein E (gE)-negative marker vaccines by analogy with the successful pseudorabies vaccination strategy (12, 56, 57). These marker vaccines, either inactivated or live attenuated, together with a serological detection of gE directed antibodies, allow differentiation between vaccinated and infected cattle (60).

The extensive use of gE-negative live attenuated vaccines for both PrV and BoHV-1 eradication programs led investigators to assess the risk of recombination between marker vaccines and field strains (49, 51) and to study factors involved in recombination, such as the interval between infections (19). A previous study of PrV showed that a time interval of 2 h allows recombination, but this effect was not investigated for longer time intervals (19). To occur, recombination needs the successful replication of the two viruses in the same cell (46). Recently, a study of PrV showed a very small time window for productive double infections (i.e., with a maximum time interval of 4 h) (2). This finding is of particular interest, especially because recombination between homologous viruses is usually studied in coinfection experiments. Nevertheless, a true cell coinfection must be a rare event in natural conditions. In such cases, the second infection is often delayed and the first virus has already started its replication cycle. Therefore, consecutive infections, leading to superinfection, can be considered as a more frequent event in both cell culture and infected animals. Although alphaherpesvirus recombination frequently occurs in coinfectcd cells, it can be assumed that the outcome is different
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when the second infection is delayed. Consequently, in the present study, we choose to further determine the effect of a temporal separation of two in vitro infections (including one with a BoHV-1 mutant with gE deleted) on the rise of BoHV-1 recombinants. The advantage of the in vitro system for studying recombination is that it is a well-defined entity that only contains viruses and cells, thereby avoiding the effects of other factors and particularly the immunological response of the host.

Our results clearly demonstrate that a time interval of 2 to 8 h between two consecutive infections of cells allows the establishment of a barrier that reduces or prevents any successful superinfection needed to generate recombinant viruses.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Viruses and cell culture.** The four viruses used in the present study are designated BoHV-1 Lam gC−, Lam gE−, ST, and STBG. Lam gC− and Lam gE− mutants are derived from the BoHV-1 subtype 1 strain Lam (36). Lam gC− possesses a deletion in the gene encoding glycoprotein C (gC) (24), whereas the gene encoding gE is deleted in the Lam gE− mutant (59). The BoHV-1 subtype 2 strain ST was previously described (29). In the STG mutant, derived from the ST strain, the BoHV-1 gE open reading frame (ORF) was replaced by the β-galactosidase (β-Gal) ORF (GenBank accession number U02451) under the control of the human cytomegalovirus immediate-early (CMV IE) promoter (28). Madin-Darby bovine kidney (MDBK; ATCC CCL-22) cells were grown in Earle minimum essential medium MEM (Gibco-BRL) supplemented with 2% penicillin (5,000 U/ml) and streptomycin (5,000 μg/ml) (PS medium; Gibco-BRL), and 5% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (BioWhittaker). Viral stocks were produced in MDBK cells as previously described (50).

**Experimental design.** Monolayers of MDBK cells prepared in 24-well plates were coinfected with Lam gC− and Lam gE− mutants at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 10 PFU/cell for each mutant. In parallel, MDBK cells (four other monolayers) were infected with Lam gC− mutant (MOI of 10) and superinfected with Lam gE− mutant (MOI of 10) 2, 4, 6, and 8 h after infection with Lam gC− mutant. MDBK cells were infected with Lam gE− mutant (MOI of 10) and superinfected with Lam gC− mutant (MOI of 10) 2, 4, 6, and 8 h after Lam gE− infection. After the first infection (coinfection, the four Lam gC− mutant infections and the four Lam gE− mutant infections), virus attachment was allowed for 2 h at 4°C. Cells were then further incubated at 37°C and superinfections were performed. Two hours after the temperature shift and 2 h after each superinfection, cells were washed twice with minimal essential medium (MEM) and further incubated at 37°C in 1 ml of MEM supplemented with 2% PS medium and 2% heat-inactivated horse serum (Serolab/International Medical). At 24 h after each superinfection (when the monolayers showed extensive cytopathic effect), the culture medium was removed, clarified twice by centrifugation (1,000 × g), divided into aliquots, and stored at −80°C.

In the second experiment, coinfection with ST strain (MOI of 10) and STBG mutant (MOI of 10) was performed, whereas infections with ST strain and superinfections after 2, 4, 6, and 8 h with STBG mutants were carried out in a complementary assay. Cells were collected 6 h after STBG mutant infection (expression peak of β-Gal in cells infected with STBG mutant) and were analyzed by flow cytometry to measure β-Gal (STGB mutant) and gE (ST strain) expression as described below.

In the third experiment, ST strain and STBG mutant coinfection and superinfections were performed by using the same scheme. After an incubation of 30 h, cells were collected, and extracellular virion DNA and total cell DNA were prepared as previously described (50). Concatemeric DNA was analyzed by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE).

**Isolation and characterization of progeny viruses coming from co- and superinfection supernatants.** Isolation and characterization of progeny viruses as parental or recombinant viruses were performed as previously described (49). Progeny viruses were directly isolated by plaque picking and further propagated individually. Isolates were then characterized by using a PCR and an immunofluorescence-based approach as previously described (48, 51). For each experimental condition (co- and superinfection), 50 progeny viruses were characterized. To ensure reproducibility of these results, this experiment was repeated three times.

**RESULTS**

**Rise of recombinants after simultaneous infections with two distinguishable BoHV-1 mutants.** It has been reported that coinfection with two different strains of the same herpesvirus led to the production of recombinant viruses both in vitro and in vivo (14, 20, 21, 25, 49, 51). To quantify the recombination between the two parental BoHV-1 used in the present study, MDBK cells were coinfected with both Lam gC− (gC−/gE−) and Lam gE− (gC+/gE−) mutants. To ensure the reproducibility of the results, this experiment was performed three times. After an incubation of 30 h, progeny viruses (n = 50) were isolated from the supernatant and characterized as parental mutants (gC+/gE− and gC−/gE+) or recombinant viruses (gC+/gE− and gC−/gE+). This methodology was used to determine the relative proportions, expressed as a percentage of the total number of isolates, of the four possible progeny populations (parental and recombinant) (Table 1). In our experimental conditions, 30 to 34% of progeny viruses were characterized as recombinant viruses (gC+/gE− and gC−/gE+), thus confirming previous experiments that demonstrated that alphaherpesviruses recombine with high efficiency in vitro in a situation of coinfection (16, 20) (Table 1). As a consequence, this high recombination rate allowed us to study the effect of the time interval between infections on the recombination of BoHV-1.

**Dramatic effect of increasing time interval between infections on the rise of BoHV-1 recombinants in vitro.** To inves-
tigate whether an increase of the time interval influences the rise of recombinant viruses, MDBK cells were coinfected with BoHV-1 Lam gC− (gC+/gE−) and Lam gE− (gC−/gE+) mutants or infected with Lam gC− mutant and superinfected with Lam gE− mutant at 2, 4, 6, and 8 h after infection. Progeny viruses (n = 50) isolated from the supernatant 30 h after infection were characterized as parental (gC+/gE+) or recombinant (gC+/gE− and gC−/gE+) viruses. The results (Fig. 1A) indicated that recombinant viruses, mainly gC+/gE−, were still detected with a 2-h interval between the infections. The amount of recombinant viruses decreases when the time interval between infections increases, and we failed to detect them after an 8-h interval. MDBK cells were then infected with Lam gE− mutant (gC+/gE−) and superinfected with Lam gC− mutant (gC−/gE+). Results, presented in Fig. 1B, also demonstrated a decrease of recombinant viruses when the time interval between infections increases. In contrast to results presented in Fig. 1A, the decrease of recombinants was nevertheless more drastic when Lam gE− (gC+/gE−) was the first virus infecting the cells. Taken together, these results clearly demonstrate the dramatic effect of the time interval between infections on the rise of recombinant viruses and indicate the importance of this parameter in recombination between alphaherpesvirus strains.

**Superinfected virus β-Gal gene expression is prevented in cells already infected with a first virus.** The experiment described above demonstrated the dramatic impact of time interval on the rise of recombinant viruses. Theoretically, prevention of recombination due to an increased time interval could be the consequence of a block at different levels of the viral cycle. Since the results presented above were based on the analysis of progeny viruses from extracellular virions, it did not bring us information to determine at what viral cycle stage the inhibition occurred. Consequently, we decided to measure the β-Gal gene expression, inserted in superinfecting virus genome, in cells that were already infected. The β-Gal activity was detected as early as 3 h after infection and as late as 9 h after infection (Fig. 2), which indicates that the CMV IE promoter-regulated β-Gal gene of STBG virus is expressed at the beginning of the viral cycle as previously shown with a similar construction (8). However, these data did not allow us to conclude that CMV IE is regulated as a BoHV-1 IE gene in MDBK cells. To begin to address the issue of the stage at which inhibition occurred, cells coinfected with ST strain and STBG mutant or infected with ST strain and superinfected with STBG mutant were analyzed by flow cytometry (MOI of 10 for

**FIG. 1. Effect of time interval between infections of two BoHV-1 strains on the detection of infectious recombinant viruses.** (A) MDBK cells were either coinfected with Lam gC− mutant (gC+/gE+) and Lam gE− mutant (gC+/gE−) or infected with Lam gC− mutant and superinfected with Lam gE− mutant at 2, 4, 6, and 8 h after infection with Lam gC−. (B) MDBK cells were either coinfected with Lam gE− and Lam gC− mutants or infected with Lam gE− mutant and superinfected with Lam gC− mutant at 2, 4, 6, and 8 h after infection with Lam gE−. In each infection situation, progeny viruses isolated from the culture supernatant 30 h after infection with Lam gE− (A) or Lam gC− (B) were characterized as parental or recombinant viruses as described in Materials and Methods. Standard deviations of three independent experiments are indicated by vertical lines in panel A.

**TABLE 1. Relative proportions of the four progeny populations (parental and recombinant) after coinfection of MDBK cells with BoHV-1 Lam gC−/gE+ and Lam gC+/gE−.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expt no. (n = 50)</th>
<th>% Parental virus</th>
<th>% Recombinant virus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gC+/gE+</td>
<td>gC+/gE−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 2. β-Gal gene expression is detected at the beginning of the viral cycle.** MDBK cells were infected with the ST strain of BoHV-1, STBG mutant (a modified ST strain in which the gE ORF was replaced by the β-Gal ORF under the control of the human CMV IE promoter), or both viruses at an MOI of 10 for each virus. Expression of β-Gal and gE was revealed at 3 h postinfection by Nolan’s method (green fluorescence, FL1) (41). In the three situations, 10⁴ cells were analyzed by flow cytometry.
Detection of mixed concatemeric DNA resulting from recombination between two distinguishable types of BoHV-1. DNA recombination and replication of herpesviruses are two processes that are intimately linked (46). DNA replication takes place in the nucleus, where the genomes circularize (17, 35) and are replicated by a poorly understood mechanism, resulting in the formation of concatemeric molecules in which the termini of the viral genomes are fused in a head-to-tail arrangement (46). As previously demonstrated (53), recombination between two strains of the same herpesvirus can be studied at the concatemeric level. Briefly, the methodology reported by Slobedman et al. (53) requires the use of two distinguishable strains: the first possessing a unique restriction site within the genome and a second that does not possess this unique restriction site. In the case of separate inoculations, digestion of viral concatemeric DNA of the strain containing the unique restriction site then generates unit-length genomes, whereas no fragment is generated from concatemeric DNA of the strain devoid of the unique restriction site. After coinoculation between these two strains, digestion of concatemeric DNA will generate not only unit-length genomes (due to the presence of the strain containing the unique restriction site) but also higher-molecular-weight intermediates of replication (having, for example, the length of two or three genomes) due to recombination between genomes of the two strains within or between concatemeric DNA. Then, our first goal was to identify an endonuclease that does not cut into the BoHV-1 genome. Virion DNA from different BoHV-1 strains was then prepared and digested with different endonucleases (data not shown). We found that the genome of strain ST did not possess any XbaI restriction site (as depicted in Fig. 4A) since a unique fragment of the unit length genome size was observed after XbaI digestion of virion DNA (Fig. 4B). Virion DNA from STBG mutant (in which the entire gE ORF was replaced by the β-Gal ORF) was then prepared and digested with XbaI because two XbaI sites are present in the β-Gal ORF. As depicted in Fig. 4A, the location of the β-Gal sequence inserted into the BoHV-1 genome of strain ST predicted fragment sizes of 123 and 12 kbp (if the S segment of the genome is in the prototype [P] orientation) and of 115 and 19 kbp (if the S segment is in an inverted [IS] orientation) after XbaI digestion. The resulting fragments (Fig. 4B) were in precise agreement with the fragment sizes shown in Fig. 4A, allowing us to study recombination between ST strain and STBG mutant at the concatemeric level. Agarose plugs containing total DNA from cells infected with ST or STBG or coinfected with both viruses were then subjected to PFGE to remove unit-length linear genomes (Fig. 5, lanes 1 to 3). These samples were then either mock digested or digested with XbaI, separated by PFGE, and hybridized by using pgD as probe. A single PFGE separation was sufficient to fully remove unit length genomes because no 135-kbp DNA was detected in lanes containing mock-digested plugs (Fig. 5A, lanes 4 to 5). After XbaI digestion of ST concatemeric DNA, we failed to detect any fragment (Fig. 5A, lane 7), thus confirming the absence of XbaI sites within the genome of strain ST. In contrast, when STBG concatemeric DNA was XbaI digested, a fragment of ca. 135-kbp was detected (Fig. 5A, lane 8) due to the presence of the two XbaI restriction sites present within the β-Gal ORF. If recombination occurs in cells coinfected with ST strain and
STBG mutant, XbaI fragments of different sizes must be generated, as depicted in Fig. 5B. Indeed, digestion of two adjacent STBG genomes within concatemeric DNA will generate a fragment of the unit length genome size (135 kbp), whereas digestion of two adjacent ST or STBG genomes within concatemeric DNA will generate fragments of higher-molecular-weight sizes (for example, 270 and 405 kbp). The observed fragments (Fig. 5A, lanes 9 and 10) were in precise agreement with the theoretical situation depicted in Fig. 4B, indicating that recombination generated mixed concatemeric DNA after coinfection with ST and STBG viruses.

Progressive disappearance of STBG and mixed concatemeric DNA with the increase of time interval between ST and STBG BoHV-1 infections. To investigate the impact on recombination of an increase of the time interval between ST and STBG infections, agarose plugs containing total DNA from cells coinfected with both viruses or infected with ST and superinfected with STBG were subjected to PFGE to remove unit length linear genomes and then digested with XbaI, separated by PFGE, and hybridized by using pgD as probe. As described above, fragments indicative of recombination between these two viruses were observed (see the 271-kbp fragment in Fig. 5C, lane 1). In contrast, these fragments progressively disappeared as the time interval between ST infection and STBG superinfection increases (Fig. 5C, lanes 2 to 5). A faint band was still observed after a time interval of 4 h, whereas no band was detected when the time interval was of 6 h. The disappearance of mixed concatemeric DNA fragments correlates with an absence of replication of STBG genomes since no 135-kbp fragments were observed when the time interval between infections was 6 h. These results confirm at the concatemeric level that recombination is prevented when the time interval between infections increases.

**DISCUSSION**

Our results demonstrate that simultaneous infections or infections separated by short periods (maximum of 2 h) with two distinguishable BoHV-1 lead to the production of a large amount of recombinant viruses in vitro. With an increasing time interval between infections, productive superinfection was progressively prevented and, consequently, the rise of recombinant viruses declined. The impact of the time interval between infection and superinfection on recombination process was analyzed and confirmed at three steps of the replication cycle of the second virus. First, after replication, production of the progeny of the second virus and recombinant viruses became undetectable with the increase of the time interval between infections. Second, before replication, an increase of the time interval between infections prevented the second virus and its consequences, i.e., the formation of concatemeric structures, were prevented in cells already infected with the first virus. Recombinant viruses were barely detectable after a 6-h interval and not detectable at all after an 8-h interval. These results show the fast establishment of the inhibitory signal against recombinant viruses.
bition of superinfection between Lam gC− and Lam gE− mutants of BoHV-1 and its deep impact on the production of recombinant viruses. A 2-h time interval between infections of the same PrV strain allows recombination events and the rise of recombinant viruses (19). Our results show that increasing time interval progressively prevents the rise of recombinant viruses.

The results relative to experiments focusing on the stage when inhibition of superinfection occurs show that the latter takes place before or during replication and/or during or before or during viral gene expression of the second virus. Therefore, these results allow us to postulate that superinfection inhibition could occur at different stages of the viral cycle. These stages include attachment and entry, migration of the capsid to the cell nucleus, gene expression, and DNA replication. Additional investigations are required to demonstrate when and where the inhibition occurs. For example, it will be of particular interest to construct, as already described for PrV (54), a green fluorescent protein (GFP) capsid BoHV-1 as a superinfecting virus and to trace it. However, results must be interpreted cautiously since superinfection inhibition could be multifactorial and/or occur at different stages (37, 63).

Inhibition of superinfection is one of several mechanisms that can be invoked in the interference between related and unrelated viruses. Six types of interference, which all cover the possible mechanisms, are usually described: interferons (IFNs), incompatibility of heterologous viruses, superinfection inhibition, defective interfering particles, dominant-negative mutants, and RNA interference (37, 63). Interference in alphaherpesvirus superinfections has already been studied with HSV-1, HSV-2, PrV, and the equid herpesviruses 1 and 2 (15, 26, 27, 34, 43, 45, 64). In some cases, the first infecting virus acts as a helper and accelerates the replication of the second superinfecting virus (43, 45). In other cases, a previous infection with a homologous strain inhibits the replication of a superinfecting HSV-1 strain (15, 26, 27, 34, 43, 64). An interference effect of gD, which is essential for viral penetration, was described for both HSV-1 and BoHV-1 (4, 5, 22, 55). This interference results from the cellular expression of gD, which interferes with alphaherpesvirus entry, probably by blocking ligand-binding sites of the gD receptors used for entry. Moreover, cross-interference (e.g., gD of HSV-1 against PrV) can occur because different forms of alphaherpesvirus gD can compete for shared entry receptors (18). Nevertheless, all of these observations were carried out with gD-expressing cell lines and not in situations of natural superinfection (5–7, 10, 11, 22, 23).

It is therefore not clear whether the interference observed in a situation of superinfection is mainly due to the expression of gD in lytically infected cells or not. On the other hand, kinetic expression of BoHV-1 gD, expressed as an early protein (32; V. Keuser, B. Detry, F. Schynts, P.-P. Pastoret, A. Vanderplasschen, and E. Thiry, unpublished data), matches well with the superinfection inhibition reported above. IFNs, especially beta IFN (IFN-β), formerly known as fibroblast IFN, could be implicated in the observed interference (38). However, early establishment of the inhibition of superinfection in infected

FIG. 5. Detection of recombination between ST and STBG BoHV-1 at the concatemeric level. (A) MDBK cells were either singly infected with ST or STBG or coinfect ed with both viruses. Plugs were prepared 30 h after infection and subjected to PFGE to produce concatemeric DNA free of unit length genomes (lanes 1 to 3). Plugs that migrated once were then either mock digested (lanes 4 to 6) or digested with XbaI (lanes 7 to 9). Lane 10 is an overexposure of lane 9. (B) Schematic representation of mixed concatemeric DNA and potential high-molecular-weight fragments generated after XbaI digestion. Inverted repeated sequences (IR and TR) derived from STBG and ST strains are represented by black and white boxes, respectively. Locations of predicted XbaI restriction sites are represented by black vertical arrows. Below the map are illustrated the expected fragments generated by XbaI digestion. (C) MDBK cells were either coinfect ed with ST and STBG viruses or infected with ST and superinfected with STBG mutant at 2 (lane 2), 4 (lane 3), 6 (lane 4), or 8 (lane 5) h after ST infection as indicated above each lane. Plugs were prepared 30 h after STBG infection and subjected to PFGE to produce concatemeric DNA free of unit length genomes. Plugs were then digested with XbaI. Samples were separated by PFGE, transferred to a nylon membrane, and hybridized with the probe pgD.
cells (already detected 4 h postinfection) (33, 62) and the relative resistance of BoHV-1 to IFN-β are not consistent with this hypothesis (1, 9, 47). Additional investigations are required to clarify its possible implication. Thus, IFN-β, dominant-negative mutants (Lam gC− and Lam gE−), superinfection inhibition, e.g., gD-mediated interference, or the three mechanisms together cannot be excluded to explain the interference effect observed in our experiments. On the other hand, defective interfering particles cannot be the cause of the phenomenon since viral stocks were prepared by passing the virus at a low MOI. Moreover, receptor saturation cannot explain the interference since an MOI of 1, as well as a very high MOI (10), prevented superinfection. Whatever the mechanism involved in interference with the second virus, the observed phenomenon is important in the assessment of the risk of recombination between homologous alphaherpesviruses.

When prior infection and superinfection are carried out, respectively, with the BoHV-1 mutants Lam gE− (gC+/gE−) and Lam gC− (gC−/gE+) instead of the first virus and Lam gE− as the superinfecting virus, superinfection inhibition is observed sooner. A possible explanation could be that the absence of gC in the superinfecting Lam gC− mutant partly impairs viral attachment to the target cells (30, 31).

Detection of Lam gC− gE− (gC+/gE+) recombinant was surprisingly low compared to that of double-positive recombinant (gC+/gE+). Previous studies with PrV indicated that the simultaneous deletion of gC and gE has an important impact on the ability of these mutants to replicate both in vitro and in vivo (39, 65). We hypothesize that, because Lam gC− gE− recombinants rise only in a cell coinoculated with both parental mutants (gC−/gE+ and gC+/gE−), they should be complemented phenotypically for both gC and gE, allowing them to interact with their environment as efficiently as does the wild-type virus. In particular, after egress from the cell, these recombinants possess a viral envelope containing gC, which plays a role in the primary attachment of the virus to target cell (30, 31, 51). Moreover, because gE is required for efficient cell-to-cell spread, the synthesis of gE in cells in which Lam gC− gE− recombinants were generated could contribute to the survival of these recombinants by an easier propagation to uninfected cells (44).

Under the conditions described here, there is only a very small window (0 to 6 h) in which superinfection efficient for recombination occurs. These results are in line with a very recent study on PrV in which the authors show a very small time window for productive double infections (i.e., with a maximum time interval of 4 h) (2). If the time interval between infections is longer than 6 h, incoming viruses cannot provide genomes for recombination or progeny production. Successful recombination is therefore closely dependent on simultaneous infections. This finding is of particular interest when the risk of recombination between BoHV-1 gE− marker vaccines and field strains is assessed. Indeed, during IBR epidemic events intranasal gE deletion vaccination is frequently carried out and consequently co- and superinfections with wild and gE− vaccine strains of BoHV-1 can occur with the possibility to generate virulent viruses from which gE has been deleted. These recombinant viruses could endanger control and eradication programs. Recently, the isolation in the field of a BoHV-1 strain with gE deleted, a strain homologous to the Difvac marker vaccine, strengthened the requirement of this risk assessment (13). The results obtained in that study and the low likelihood of cellular coinfections in natural conditions allow us to conclude that recombination and its potential consequences are rare events. However, a single recombinant that retains virulence and acquires the gE− genotype is enough to severely impair control programs based on vaccination.

In conclusion, the present study is the first to extensively investigate the impact of the time parameter on the recombination between alphaherpesviruses. The results emphasize the crucial importance of the small time window between infections and highlights its consequences in the context of the extensive use of marker vaccines with gE deleted as a tool in BoHV-1 eradication programs.
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